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Abstract: The paper aimed  to present Net Sales analysis  for an 
agricultural holding from Vrancea County , Romania, dealing with 
wheat, maize, barley , sun flower, soy bean and rap production. The 
reference period is 2008-2010  and analysis is based on the data 
collected from Profit and Loss Account but also  from production 
evidence . The indicators   used in this analysis have been : Net Sales 
absolute  and relative deviation  and average annual increase rhythm 
calculated  by means of fixed and chain base indexes, crop contribution to 
Net Sales  based on  Herfindhal Index . As a conclusion , Net Sales will  
increased from Euro 734,910 in 2008 to Euro 807,837in  2010 . The 
share of crop to Net Sales is : wheat 20.46 %, maize 40.33 %, barley 
11.38 %, sunflower 10.37 %, soy bean 10.08 % and rape 7.38 %. The 
annual average increase rhythm of Net Sales during 2008-2010  is 31.50 
%. Usual HHI is 0.25456 and normalized HHI 0.10547 , showing a high 
concentration degree among crops and also  their equal  competitiveness  
to be delivered in the market. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 Net Sales or  Turnover or Revenue is a measure of how quickly 
inventory is sold. High Net Sales  mean that goods are sold quickly , while  
low Net Sales mean that goods are sold more slowly  [ 1]. In fact , Net Sales 
are operating revenues earned by a company when it sells its products . 
Revenue or Net Sales are reported directly on the Income Statement , in  
other countries and  on Profit and Loss Account  in Romania as Sales or Net 
Sales . Revenue is earned  when goods are delivered or services are 
rendered. 

In terms of Financial Accounting, there are two sorts of Sales : gross 
and net sales. Gross Sales are the sum of all sales during a period of time, 
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while Net Sales  are gross sales minus sales returns , sales allowances and 
sales discounts. Gross Sales normally do not appear on an Income 
Statement. The sales figures reported  on  Income Statement  or Profit and 
Loss Account  are Net Sales. Sales returns are refunds to customers for 
returned merchandises. Sales allowances are reductions in sales price for 
merchandises with minor defects , the allowance agreed upon after  the 
customer  has purchased the merchandise. Sales discounts are reduced 
payments from customers based on invoice payment terms  [ 10,15,16]. 

Net Sales is a barometer of a business evaluated in current prices but 
in at a  large scale  it is considered  all the  revenues   earned by a company  
during a financial year  [ 2,3,7,8 ,9 ].  

At company level, Net Sales could be  approached  as : (a) Total  
Net Sales , as a measure of total revenues of the firm , calculated  as a sum 
of revenues obtained from goods sold , services  rendered  or works carried 
out for thirties ; (b) Average Net Sales , as a measure of average revenue per 
product physically marketed , something quite similar to the avaergae 
market price per product ; (c)Marginal Net Sales , representing the 
additional revenue obtained  for the increase of the amount of goods sold by 
1  ; (d) Critical or Threshold Net Sales , representing that  revenues  of the 
company covering  variable and fixed costs  or, in other words, the moment 
when the company  succeeds to produce profit  [ 4]. 

Net Sales  is different  in volume and structure from a company to 
another in terms of activity profile  , departments and divisions 
achievements , product   structure, merchandise forms  [ 4] . 

The evolution of Net Sales from a year to another could show  
increase, decrease , stability or  oscillating  behavior . However , the most 
important aspect is as a company  to increase its Net Sales  from a year to 
another  showing  an extent of its business. It facilitates the financial 
diagnose and evaluation of a company and also is a measure of marketing 
and management efficiency  . Also,  it allows  to appreciate  the position 
occupied by a company in the market  and its  image in the business 
environment  [ 11, 12, 17,18,19]. 

In crop production , Net Sales are much influenced  by  crop 
structure , average production, total marketed  production, market price , 
product quality .  It is important to know how many products  contribute  to 
Net Sales of a company and  which is their share  in Net Sales . In this way , 
managers could identify  the crops  producing more revenues and which are 
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of high interest   and also crops which do not bring too much  revenues  for 
the company and must be reconsidered in the future business plan . 
 For this reason, the purpose of the paper is to analyze Net Sales  in 
an agricultural holding in order to identify the evolution of revenues from 
year to another  and the  contribution of each crop   to Net Sales . [ 20]. 
 

MATERIALS AND METHOD 
 

 In order to set up the paper , the basis data have been   collected 
from the  Profit and Loss Account at December  2009  of an agricultural 
holding from Vrancea County , the Eastern part of Romania , dealing with 
wheat, maize, barley, sunflower, soy bean and rape production. 
 Net Sales have been analyzed using  the following indicators  
[13,14] :  
-Net Sales dynamics from a year to another , expressed in absolute 
deviation, according to  the formula:  

0i CACA CA −=∆  or 1-ii CA  CA CA −=∆ , where  CA0 = Net Sales in the  

year considered  term of reference   and CAi= Net Sales in the year   i , 
where  i=1,2,3 ; 
- Net Sales dynamics  expressed in relative deviation , according to the 

formula :  
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-Net Sales average  annual increase  rhythm , according to the formula : 
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-Net Sales structure based on Herfindhal - Hirschmann Index  [ 5] , HHI, 
concentration index, showing  the  contribution of each crop to Net Sales   
and also  the degree of competitiveness among  them , according to the 
formulas: 
Usual  HHI : 

 
where si is the crop share of  firm Net Sales , and N is 
the number of crops. 

 
Normalized HHI: 
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                     where: H= usual HHI. 
Also, for the year 2010, it was established the prognosis for  crop production   
and price, and also for Net Sales  taking into account the  estimated inflation 
rate of  5.49 %. 
Net Sales  have been compared from a year to another in order to identify 
their trend   and in fact, the company business trend  . All calculations are 
made in Euros. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  
 

Net Sales  have been Euro 734,910  in the year 2010 , Euro 784,370 
in 2009 and it is provided  to be Euro 807,837 in 2010  .Its value is directly 
influenced by marketed production and market price for each product .  

The Crop Share to Net Sales  was the following one in the year 
2008 : wheat 20.46 % , maize 40.33 % , barley 11.38, sunflower 10.37 % , 
soy bean 10.08 % and rape 7.38 % . There are no significant differences  
concerning crop contribution to Net Sales from a year to another (Table 
1,2,3). 

Table 1. Net Sales by crop and at company level  in the year 2008 
Crop name Marketed 

Production 
Tones 

Average Selling 
Price 

Euro/ton 

NET SALES 
Euro 

Crop Weight in 
Net Sales 

% 
Wheat 1,600 94 150,400 20.46 
Maize 3,850 77 296,450 40.33 
Barley 890 94 83,700 11.38 

Sunflower 465 164 76,260 10.37 
Soy bean 130 570 74,100 10.08 

Rape 250 216 54,000 7.38 
Total - - 734,910 100.00 

 

Herfindhal –Hirschmann Index  registered the value 0.25456  as 
usual HHI index  , meaning that  it is closer to 1/N , where N is equal to 6 , 
the number of crop . In this case, the agricultural holding offers an  equal 
chance to each crop to be marketed , that is it promotes competitiveness 
among crops. The normalized  HHI registered the value  0.10547, being 
closer to zero than to 1 , meaning  the same, that is the company equally 
encourage each crop to be sold in the market  , in other words  it is far away 
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from monopoly. In fact, the higher the number of crops , the higher the 
competitiveness among  crops  or, the reverse , the lower the number of 
crops, the  higher the chance  of firm monopoly  in the market (Table 4 ).  

Table 2. Net Sales by crop and at company level  in the year 2009,  
Crop name Marketed 

Production 
Tones 

Average Selling 
Price 

Euro/ton 

NET SALES 
Euro 

Crop Weight in 
Net Sales 

% 
Wheat 1,632 99 161,568 20.60 
Maize 3,927 80 314,160 40.05 
Barley 907.8 99 81,580 11.46 

Sunflower 474.3 172 76,260 10.40 
Soy bean 132.6 600 79,560 10.14 

Rape 255 226 57,630 7.35 
Total - - 784,370 100.00 

 
Table 3. Net Sales by crop and at company level  in the year 2010 

Crop name Marketed 
Production 

Tones 

Average Selling 
Price 

Euro/ton 

NET SALES 
Euro 

Crop Weight in 
Net Sales 

% 
Wheat 1,681 99 166,419 20.60 
Maize 4,045 80 323,600 40.05 
Barley 935 99 92,565 11.46 

Sunflower 488.4 172 84,005 10.40 
Soy bean 136.5 600 81,900 10.14 

Rape 262.6 226 59,348 7.35 
Total - - 807,837 100.00 

 
Table 4. Herfindhal –Hirschmann Index   

Crop Si Si
2 

Wheat 0.2046 0.04186 
Maize 0.4033 0.16265 
Barley 0.1138 0.01295 

Sunflower 0.1037 0.01075 
Soy bean 0.1008 0.01016 

Rape 0.0738 0.00544 
Usual HHI - HHI = 0.25456  is higher than 0.18 and 

closer to 1/6  , high competitiveness 
among crops 

Normalized HHI - HHI *= 0.10547 is  closer to 0 , high 
competitiveness among crops 
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Net Sales Average Annual Increase Rhythm , calculated for the 
whole period 2008-2010  is 31.50 % . Analyzing this indicator among crops, 
we can see that the highest increase rhythm has been recorded by barley ( 
32.54 %  and the lowest one by maize ( 30.16 %). However, the differences  
among crops are not significant (Table 5 ). 

Table 5. Net Sales Dynamics by crop  during the period 2008-2010  
Crop MU 2008 2009 2010 R(%) 

Euro 150,400 161,568 166,419 31.62 Wheat 
% 100.00 107.42 110.65 - 

Euro 296,450 314,160 323,600 30.16 Maize 
% 100.00 105.97 109.15 - 

Euro 83,700 89,872 92,565 32.54 Barley 
% 100.00 107.37 110.59 - 

Euro 76,260 81,580 84,005 31.85 Sunflower 
% 100.00 106.98 110.15 - 

Euro 74,100 79,560 81,900 32.43 Soy Bean  
% 100.00 107.36 110.52 - 

Euro 54,000 57,630 59,348 31.46 Rape 
% 100.00 106.72 109.90 - 

Euro 734.910 784,370 807,837 31.50 Total 
% 100.00 106.30 110.00 - 

  

Net Sales corrected by inflation rate was necessary in order to see  
in what manner inflation affects  Net Sales. The calculations have shown a 
real  average annual increase rhythm  of  7.68  % and not 31.50 %. 
Therefore , inflation rate  has a  negative influence upon  Net Sales , but also 
upon other economic and financial indicators .  

Table 6.Net Sales corrected by Inflation Rate  
Indicator MU 2008 2009 2010 R(%) 
Net Sales Euro 734,910 784,370 807,837 31.50 

Inflation Rate % 1 8.1 5.49 - 
Net Sales 

corrected by 
Inflation Rate 

Euro 734,910 847,904 852,187 7.68 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

1.Net Sales is the barometer of a business . The higher Net Sales, the 
best business development . 
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2.For the agricultural holding considered in this study , Net Sales will  
record an annual increase of 31.50 % . They will  start from Euro 734,910 in 
2008  and arrive at  Euro 807,837 in  2010  . 
3. The share of crops to Net Sales is : wheat 20.46 %, maize 40.33 %, barley 
11.38 %, sunflower 10.37 %, soy bean 10.08 % and rape 7.38 %.  
4.The usual HHI is 0.25456 and the normalized HHI 0.10547 , showing a 
high concentration degree among crops and also  their equal  
competitiveness  in the market. 
5.Inflation rate affects Net Sales , therefore the real average annual increase 
rhythm is 7.68 %. 
6.Despite that, Net Sales have registered a positive trend  during the period 
2008-2010 , the company must pay more attention to crop structure ,  
average yield, production costs  in close relationship to market evolution 
and inflation rate  in order  to keep under control  the future  revenues  . 
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